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Summary

The optimal estimators ofunknown population parameters in the several class
esofratio(product)-type estimators studied byvarious authors depend on some
functiotis of unknown parameters. Thegeneral result proved in this papershows
that,in a 'regular class' of estimators (which includes almost all classes of esti
mators considered by various a'uthors), the replacement of some or all of these
parameters by their unbiased estimates does not alter the eflBciency of: the opti
mal estimators (to the first order of approximation) in terms of its meansquare
error.
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Introduction
/

In recent years many authors have proposed ratio (product)-type esti-
-mators for the population mean Yof th6 study variable y using theauxi
liary information x. For a detailed list of such estimators onecan refer
to Singh [2]. Even though such estimators aremore eflScient than thecon
ventional ratio (product) estimator, they require the knowledge of some
function of popula,tion values of.both the study as well as auxiliary vari
ables link K = Y Sxv {X Srivastava et al. [6] have considered the
problem of estimation of these optimum values. The optimality ofth?
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underlying estimator when the unknown quantities are replaced by their
estimated values has not been studied in that paper. In one of their ear
lier papers Srivastava and Jhajj [5] have proved that in a general class of
estimators when the unknown functions are replaced by their consistent
estimators the resulting estimator will have the same mean square error
upto terms of order n"^ as that of the original estimator under certain
conditions (see Theorem 3 of Srivastava and Jhajj [5]).

In this paper, it is proposed to indentify the class of estimators which
when the unknown quantities in the estimators are replaced by their un
biased estimators the mean square error remains the same (to the first
order of approximation).

2. Regular Class

In general the ratio (product)-type estimators proposed by several
authors involve functions of sample values of the study variable and func
tions of population as well as the san^Ie values of the auxiliary variable.
To be specific, let the estimator for Y be of the from

y<x = g(h,(2,.. "•T (2.1)

where ti, ... are functions of sample (of both study as well as auxi
liary variables) values and « is the unknown constant or a vector of cons
tants whose optimal value(s) (in the mean square error sense) can be
function(s) of population values of study as well as auxiliary variables.
Lete, = (^< — Ti )lTf' i = 1, 2, . . . ,p where£(r,) = Tv / = 1, ..., p.
The probabilistic properties of ei e, are exploited to study the bias
and mean square error of the estimator on replacing t( by Ti (1 + Ci),
i = 1, . . . ,p. •

Definition 2.1. An estimator Ya is a regular estimator for Y if it can
be written in the form

= y+/(«,<?!,.., ep) (2.2)

wher '"(.,..,.) is a polynomial in « = (otj , . . . , am)' and , e,
>vith 0 term independent of e's,
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Th. foUowiogexalU
Example 2.1 : The estimator

= XJ/P)-

is amember of the Srivastava (1971) class. It can be written as

= Y+g («, e,, e,)

where Ci = (x —X)IX and Cj = (J' —Y)IY.

Example 2.2 : The estimator

?^i=y(xlX)'(s'jSl)^

-m Srivastava and Jhajj (1981) class of estimators. Clearlyi'otP /(f.' h> ^2. O, where ^ x, ts = and « = (k, P)'
'I Z ~ ~ it can beseen that this^estimator is ofthe form (2.2).

The following is an example of an estimator which is not a member of
any of the above classes but a member of the regular class defined in
(2.2;.

Example 2.3 i

= (j' + (JP —*)} (xlX)"

This estimator isdue to Ray and Singh [1].
In order to make the discussion simple, we assume that the estimator

contains only one unknown quantity. It may be noted that to the first
order of approximation the mean square error of defined in (2.1) will
be always of the form

p P

2 S Oi] (a) E (ei ei)
/=1 ;=1 ^ (2.3)
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where a^/(a) = bi, a^ A: is a non-negative integer and b '̂s are known
constants.

Let cto be the unknown constant involved in the estimator ?« whose
optimal value has the representation

«o = n fs A,
j = 1

-1 k

2
i = 1

nii

n

j = 1

"i

n
(.r = 1

-1

(2.4)

where 0„, Y,.y and Kare parametric quantities which are estimable unbias-
edly and dn, Ci, and are known scaiars.

A theorem concerning the regular class when the optimal value of
the unknown quantity in the underlying estimator has the representation
given in (2.4) is established below :

Theorem 2.1 ; is the value of given in (2.4) obtained on replac-
•ng ^ih Yir) and \ by 0^^, Yav and^e respectively, then

iV

MSE (Vao') = MSE gy^er of approximatian) , where

E (0;^) = Qij, y = 1, 2 mi, i = 1, 2, .... /c

£(Y<r) = Yir, r=l,2, "i, ' = I, 2 k

and E (A,) = A,, s = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Proof; From (2 3) the mean square error of is

S S a,f («„) E {€( ei)
i=l ;=1

(2.5)
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Let j ~ 1, 2, , tyii, i = 1, 2 k

= (•?;.,-Yj/Y<r, r=l,2 «„ j = 1,2, ...,/c

gf3) 5 = 1, 2, . . . , f!.

A

Using these three equations sets, can be written as

= S n fl ff d„ cji e,, y7/ A7' {1 + {2 + ejf)}-'
1=1 ;=1 J= 1 r=l

{1 +

From this, it is sevident that to the first order of approximation

E K = < E {e< e,}, I = 1, 2 p, j <= I, 2, . . . , p,

where w is a positive integer. This implies

E {dfj («()) Cj e^} = ci{j (•^•o) E i ~ !> 2, . . . , /7, y = 1,2, . ., , p.

The validity of the statement in the theorem follows from the last identity
on appealing to (2.5). Q.E.D.

From the above theorem, we infer that when the parameters in Kq are
replaced by their respective unbiased estimators the resulting estimator
will have the same mean square error as that of the original estimator.

Sometimes instead of replacing all the unknowns by their respective
unbiased estimators, one may be interested in retaining parameters which
are functions of the auxiliary variable alone. It can be seen that even in
such cases the resulting estimator will have the same mean square error
as that of the original estimator. In such cases a result similar to Theorem
2,1 can be proved even when a has a more general form.

We denote by 6'®', y^®' and the parameters which are functions of
the auxiliary variable x alone and by 0, y and Athe parameters which are
functions of both x and y oi y alone. Let <p (A^^ . . ., A^*)) be any real
valued function of A*-*, . . . , which always assumes non-zero value.
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Theorem 2.2 : If the optimal value of v. involved in the underlying esti
mator is of the form

a

A k m'i mi
aoo = {9 (Ai, S { n d^p 0[f) n 0W}

J= 1 J = 1 J = 1

{n /WyW n' (2.6)
r=l '•=1

then to the first order of approximation MSB = MSE

where Ooo-is obtained from aoo by replacing 0W and by their respect
ive unbiated estimatars.

Proof is similar to Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.

Results which are similar to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be proved even
when the estimator contains more than one unknown value, provided the
optimal values of each such quantities are in the form of either «<, or «ao
as the case may be.

3. Discussiou

Srivastava et al. [6] have considered the problem of obtaining expres
sions involving sample quantities for the optimal values of certain esti
mators. They have suggested the use of different estimators depending
on some conditions. As a result of the Section 2 of this paper we infer
that the choice of such quantities is immaterial since each of them, when
used to replace unknown optimal values in the underlying estimator,
yields the same mean square error.

As mentioned in Section 1, Srivastava and Jhajj [5] have proved that
in a general class of estimators when the unknown functions are replaced
by their 'consistent' estimators the resulting estimator will have the same
mean square error as the original estimator, provided certain conditions
are satisfied. As a result of Theorem 2.2, we note that one need not
always replace unknown population values (particularly functions of :«)
by their unbiased (consistent) estimates. Thus the property proved by
Srivastava and Jhajj [5] holds good even when the consistent estimators
do not exist provided the optimal values are of,the form (2.4) or (2.6).
It is of interest to note that the optimal values of unknowns involved in
the estimators proposed by Srivastava and Jhajj (1983) are of the form
(2.6). :
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